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anything about Architecture. But is it?" . . . And then:
... "It must be less all that than the Capitol of the State
of Penn. Because the gentleman there says that his Capitol
is more advantageously situated than the Acropolis. . . .
Oh, and 'more storied/ ... It does, of course, a little
suggest a sky-scraper. ... Of course, it isn't very paintable
because of all the white marble. But architects don't have to
think about paintableness. . . . And there are all the
statues too. ... It is a solecism to render masterpieces
of one art in terms of another—meaning that you mustn't
paint statues. . . . But it is confusing, isn't it? Because this
gentleman, here, says in another place that the cathedral
of some Washington saint or other grips the heart with a
greater sense of the divine than any of the other storied
fanes of the entire Universe in all time. . . ." She adds more
hopefully: "But there are the Whistlers, aren't there?
Aren't they wonderful? You can't say we're a nation with-
out Art when we have produced him. . . . Lefs go and
have another look at them before we leave. . . . Do
let's/'
It is obvious that I shall get no more thinking about the
constitutions, soil, or climate of North Carolina done in this
place. Isa also says that the Nobles have not yet got wind of
another lunch place she knows of where you eat in a back-
yard under the shade of trees. . . . And here the con-
stitution, soil, and climate all conduce to appetite.
But there is one thing that worries me—or perhaps it
consoles. Harry Lee did not say: First in peace; first in war;
first in the hearts of his countrymen. . . . He said: "of
his fellow-citizens." . . . which is less pretty. Now I have
asked hundreds of American citizens and read hundreds of
times—what Harry Lee said. And the statement has always
been: "countrymen." That distresses the side of me that is
pedantic. On the other hand, it rejoices the side of me
that is waging this war of country against city. It is fine to
see and hear that the natural sense of the country's inhabi-
tants automatically makes the change from city to country.
If you place the fact alongside the statement of the writer
for the Census that part-time farming is on the increase

